In this paper, an explicit -non iterative-method for modeling lossy and dispersive transmission lines, allowing the inclusion of skin-effect parameters is described. This method, based on multipoint Padd approximation, allows direct implementation to obtain models for existing simulation program -such as SPICEwithout the need of making use of optimization algorithms at any stage. Examples are given to show that the described procedure yields the same accuracy as 
It is possible to overcome these drawbacks making use of nonexplicit methods -those that require iterative minimization algorithms [21 [3] . As a first step before modeling, a rational function that approximates the objective function is computed by an iterative optimization procedure. The corresponding equivalent circuit is then to be synthesized using conventional techniques.
The inclusion of an ideal transmission line (figure 4) [1] . Depending on the capacitive or Fig. 4 In this paper, an explicit method for the synthesis of Zf(s) and F6{s), based on the multipoint Pad6 approximation, is presented.
Besides allowing easy implementation, the method described makes it possible to overcome the difficulties inherent to optimization algorithms, such as initial parameter 
for any scalar X, it is convenient to use so=(RG/LC)"12 in the bilinear transformation. As a function ofz, ZO(s) may be expressed Note that the frequency dependence of ZO(z) is only influenced by the quotient TL/'rc. The power series expansion of ZO(z) may be obtained as follows. In a first step, the expression (I+az)/(J-az) is expanded into its power series. It should be noted that the power series expansion of a rational function H(z)=p(z)/q(z) corresponds to the impulse response of a discrete system with transfer function H(z). Finally, to obtain the power series expansion of ZO(z), the following result may be used.
Given f (z) = X.%', the function g(z)=fjz)'1 may be expressed as 1=0 g(z) = _'z% where bd=%'M, bj=0.5a1/bO,
To simplify notation7 let's deElne f6U10
With this definition, the desired apl)roximant, expressed in the It should be noted that when the power series expansion has to be carried out about z=zo, the same procedures may be used introducing a new variable u=z-zo and expanding in powers of u. As observed in approximating the characteristic impedance, providing the power series about z=0 and the function values for z=1 and z=-J gives good approximation over the whole frequency axis while it is possible to increase accuracy including information of other z-plane points.
Inclusion of skin-effect
A simple and yet accurate skin-effect model [6] in the form of &=Ks'l may be included in the described method, yielding ZO (s) = 4(Ls + R + Kf) / Cs and O(s)= 14(Ls + R + Ki)Cs.
Applying the bilinear transformation to Zo(s) and Fc(s) with a generic value of so gives the expressions
where repeated application of the above described results allows to obtain the power series expansion required for the multipoint Padd procedure.
Application Examples
The described method has been applied to different types of transmission lines. Two examples and a comparison with the results obtained using other techniques are given. (4) 
Conclusions
In this paper, a systematic non-iterative method for obtaining models of lossy and dispersive transmission lines, allowing the inclusion of skin effect parameters modeled as Ks,2 is described. 
